In recognition of our 4th Birthday Paw-ty we decided to offer $4 adoptions. Arriving 2 hours early was an eager-to-adopt individual who visited the shelter earlier in the week and already knew who their new family member would be. The line, anticipation and excitement to adopt just grew and grew. We are delighted to announce that 42 animals found their forever homes that day!

...continued on page 2
Hundreds joined the celebration, held Saturday, August 10th, including many 4-legged AFHS alumni. These surprise reunions are always a special treat for the shelter staff and volunteers. We were honored with some new guests this year in the form of reptiles! Tank, the giant tortoise and his friends were accompanied by Arrowhead Reptile Rescue. This organization assists the shelter with cases involving abused, neglected or abandoned reptiles. A K9 Unit demonstration was provided by Deputy Baker using a Belgian Malinois. There was a $15 microchipping special which included a free rabies vaccination and also available: a dog wash and nail trim service. Face painting was a big hit for the kids. People enjoyed shopping and gathering information from the 25 fabulous vendors we had on site.

The Birthday Paw-ty is tradition now. It marks the anniversary of our relocation to Hamilton. The Grand Opening of our Princeton Road shelter on August 22, 2009 is a day many of us will never forget. The Birthday Paw-ty is an opportunity for us to thank the community for supporting our life-saving work. We love our beautiful state-of-the-art facility that allows us to provide the utmost in care for our shelter population. Every August we pull out the decorations, order the cake and ice-cream, coordinate activities and vendors; we do so with excitement and gratitude. The day was a great success. Thanks to all who attended and everyone in the community for your continued support!

Be a voice for the animals... if you witness animal neglect, cruelty or abuse, report it to the proper authorities!
When lost or abandoned animals are brought to the shelter they are almost always without a collar and therefore, no visible license or I.D. tags. They are immediately scanned for a microchip, a form of I.D. the size of a grain of rice that is injected beneath the surface of the skin. If nothing shows up, the process is repeated a second time, even a third in the hopes of finding the identification that could potentially reunite the pet with its owner. It is hoped not only to find the chip, but that the chip will lead to current contact information (have you changed your cell number lately?). When the scanner lights up it is like hitting the jack-pot! Such was the case for an 11 year old stray, ironically named Vegas. It was picked up in Fairfield and brought to the shelter in July.

Four years ago, the fluffy dog mysteriously disappeared from the owners’ yard in Indiana. The dog was feared to have been stolen, a trend that is currently on the rise. Luckily, Vegas had a microchip! The shelter staff were able to successfully contact the owner (proof that she responsibly updated the contact information). The owner was ecstatic with the news. That’s my dog! My baby! It just so happened that her nephew lives here. He and his girlfriend went straight to Animal Friends to retrieve Vegas. The owner drove from home in Illinois and on July 31st a joyous reunion ensued. For all who knew the story, Vegas was very much on their minds that day. After four years of being away, the reunion really was something of a miracle all made possible by a microchip!

Animal Friends Humane Society strongly encourages microchipping all of your pets. No appointment is necessary. For more information go to the website or call (513) 867-5727. Watch for microchipping specials online!
My husband and I adopted a female 1 year old kitten named Priscilla on 3/20/2013 at PetSmart in Bridgewater Falls. I just wanted to share with Animal Friends Humane Society her progress. First of all, we are so thrilled with Priscilla and she was just what we needed at this point in our life. We are retired and were taking care of my husband’s parents for the past year. His father has just passed away and we had to place his mother in assisted care. So we really needed her. I have been wanting a cat for the past 10 years and had been looking for a few months. Finally, we found each other! She is the queen of our home and has settled in very well. Of course she is spoiled rotten, but has been trained well and is a loving and gentle cat. She has a perch by the dining room window by my chair. Since I always give her a little scrub between her ears when I pass by, she pats me on the back when I sit down for dinner, just to say Hi! I have attached a recent picture of her in one of her favorite spots (she has many). She has filled out very well and is purrrfectly content! I love her so much! Thank you.

Hey, I just thought I’d update you on Jack Jack, the pug mix we got from the shelter about a month ago! When we went in there he was shaking and scared. He wasn’t barking and didn’t want to move or go outside. We knew we had to have him! Man he has warmed up to us so much. He is nothing like the scared little dog we saw in the shelter! He loves to play and run and jump in our backyard. He always has a smile on his face! :) We are so happy we got Jack Jack.

Thanks, Animal Friends!

Hey guys...

Four years ago we adopted our dog Kahlua from you. She is a female Collie-Papillon mix and back then, was just a small wiggly ball of fluff. I remember coming in to look for a future family member and I immediately fell in love with her. But unfortunately she was reserved. :( We went home and after some thinking decided to go back to take another look. When we walked in, someone was inquiring about her and the staff said that she was returned after the dog in the adopted home bit her. I snatched her up faster than you could blink and she’s now been with us for 4 years!

Two years ago we had a son and she has been absolutely amazing and patient and loving with him. She’s a big baby and one of the most loving dogs I have ever encountered. One of the most excitable and hyper ones too! :)

She’s also best friends with our 8 year old Maine Coon cat, Lennox. The King of the house has graciously accepted her into the family. :)

Thank you guys for all you do!
This is a story about a remarkable young woman, a teacher whose name is Sara Peters. It was a true privilege to meet with her, to learn about her larger-than-life plans with animal welfare and how she intends to accomplish them. She is soft spoken, reserved and good-natured as she revealed it was her last full day as a volunteer at Animal Friends Humane Society. Within the first ten minutes, it became readily apparent that nothing Sara does is small scale. Behind everything there is strategy involved; there are requirements already achieved or have yet to be fulfilled, each experience is an essential link to the next, all in preparation for her goal of bringing humane animal education to Shanghai. Her journey will be undoubtedly wrought with challenges. She has a healthy awareness of this, but is undeterred by the thought and she knows she will not be doing it alone. She volunteered at Animal Friends so that she could obtain her certification in Animal Assisted Therapy. She loved walking the dogs and helping to socialize the cats. Born and raised in Butler County, animals have been an integral part of Sara’s life. Her parents still live in their Liberty Township home and have always adopted the family dogs from the shelter. For Sara, home is now in Shanghai where she has an apartment and is currently teaching English to kindergartners. She also serves as a volunteer coordinator at a nearby orphanage, Shanghai Healing Home.

The last three of her twenty eight years of life have been spent living overseas. Prior to this, she attended the University of Toledo pursuing her BA in Recreational Therapy. During college she attended a convention in Chicago where she included a seminar about therapeutic horseback riding. It was during this convention that Sara had an epiphany of her life purpose with animal welfare and ever since, it seems everything has fallen into place. After the convention Sara traveled to China’s countryside where she taught therapeutic horseback riding for 3 months. It is there where she plans one day to permanently reside and raise a family. Her face lights up, “I love the countryside of China. It is just so beautiful.” She continues that she taught kindergarten for one year in South Korea following her trip to China. After South Korea she resumed her schooling while living and teaching in Shanghai. A year and a half later she earned her Masters degree in International Education.

She is open and matter-of-fact about the cultural differences in terms of how animals are perceived and treated in China. She carefully explains that animal welfare is nonexistent anywhere in China. Peters states, “The Chinese perceive animals as being dirty. There are no shelters. There is no animal control. The streets are overrun with dogs, cats, puppies and kittens. The people leave them alone and just accept this as normal. It is a way of life there as is seen in Third World countries. There is simply no animal knowledge.” This is ultimately what Sara hopes to change. If all goes as planned, her classroom will expand to include other interested communities throughout China. In reference to Animal Friends Humane Society, Sara adds a wish, “I know it is far, far down the road, but I hope someday for Shanghai to have an animal shelter as nice as this one.”

How she intends to implement humane animal education is an interesting, well thought out and logical approach. She will begin with those who work in the medical field: occupational and physical therapists. Her plan is to introduce Animal Assisted Therapy to these professionals. According to Peters, “The Chinese are not familiar with AAT and all of it’s benefits. There is a large need for this in their society and I hope to fill it.” Certainly, for the patients and the animals it would be a win-win. Her first and perhaps greatest challenge will likely surface in lesson #1: Animals are not dirty. She is mindful of this and yet appears surprisingly undaunted. Where there’s a will, there’s a way and Sara will surely find it. Lesson #2: Kindness and respect for the animals. This will go hand-in-hand, or paw in hand as Sara teaches AAT, engaging participation from the therapists. Using stray animals she has selected and trained, she will demonstrate the service and therapy these animals can provide. During these interactive bonds the animals will be teaching the unspoken- that they are capable of love and need to be loved. Sara will offer her assistance and input with the initial therapy sessions. It will be an intensive process, likely a very long one, all of which will be funded by Sara. Veterinary check-ups, foster homes, socialization, training, grooming - somehow, it will all get done. She realizes that if she could succeed with one facility it could potentially become a model for others. Her vision is that these training experiences will result in more humane-minded individuals setting examples of kindness and helping the homeless animals.

Sara points out that there are small, isolated groups of people who do try to take in the strays and find homes for them. “It is not organized animal rescue like here in the United States. It’s up to individuals who have the same passion I do. These people are really the only ones who take the animals to get spayed and neutered.” She emphasizes that everything pertaining to animal welfare, pet adoptions, all of it is new to China. Word-of-mouth and the internet is highly instrumental for this purpose. She concludes, “It really comes down to communication and education.”

This may seem a bit idealistic, even impossible to some. It takes extraordinary people to accomplish the extraordinary. For some, it is the reason they are born. They find a way to plant the seed and in the right place at the right time, anything becomes possible. Sara never mentioned it would be easy. She is pursuing this because it is her passion. She is determined and anxious to move forward with her plans. Between her love for animals, her ambition and things ‘just falling into place’ there may come a time when those at the shelter can say, “We knew her when...” Sara invites readers who have comments, questions, or want to help to e-mail her at: peters_sarak@yahoo.com. She would love to hear from you!

Thank you, Sara for sharing your journey. Animal Friends Humane Society wishes you great success and somewhere in the countryside, your forever home -
AFHS Children’s Essay Contest Winners!

In the spring edition of Animal Tales children ages 5-9 were invited to tell us what is wrong with the message on the above sign.

Congratulations to these perceptive and endearing little animal welfare advocates! The animals thank you for being their voice. Sometimes it takes kids to get the message across! Animal Friends Humane Society hopes everyone is listening. …Nancy

Here is a picture of Delia, age 7. She wrote this essay. I helped her with spelling of a few words when she asked me. Thanks!

Ashley (Delia’s mommy)

Dear Shelter
My name Delia. I have 2 dogs and 4 cats they all came from a shelter. Millton and Jekyll came from Animal and Friends. Getting a free kitten is bad because some people that don’t take care of them. They might not get it’s shot or get it fixed. Getting an animal from the shelter is good because they will take care of it.

Your Animal Friend,
Delia

In remembrance of Bruiser...

The proceeds from the ‘Justice for Bruiser’ t-shirt sales went towards this plaque which can be seen on the front of one of our kennels in dog adoption. We will continue to speak for those who cannot speak for themselves and stand up for animal rights.
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In MEMORY OF
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James Bradley ...... Jan & Tim Bradley, G. Krebs, George & Carol Bobbie, Mary T. Fleckinger, John and Kathleen Hoffmann; Mr. & Mrs. Wilie Ellnor, Margaret Duric, Newport Elks 1273 - Bereavement & Protective Ladies Auxiliary
James Call ...... Mrs. Karen Siegmann
Don Siegel ...... Joe Sizemore, Robert Mink, North High School Alumni
Hilary Massie Raunasen, Barbie McIntyre, Donald Spencer, Teresa Coward, Shelley Hunter, Cindy Markle-Lane, Pam Uneman, Jan Norman, Sonia Carr, Cindy Whistle Gooden, Tanya Sanders
Nancy Ninnemaker ...... Dee & Mary Anne Harkower
Magie Ann Rausser ...... Jean Tranq & Bill Fairch, Kathy Del Lap Maupin ...... Handmaid West Aerie 1986, Ladies Auxiliary (Aileen Henke, Secretary)
Beverly Askle, Molly .......... Bill & Beth Keaney
Steff & Debbie At ...... Janet & Joan Fatka
Jeff & Carol Little ... Katheryn C. Brown
Heidi ...... Kathy Young
Tyrone infinity ...... New Koppen
Dolita Viater ...... Mary Tedholm
Brya Fair ...... Bill Fair & Joan Young
Kenny Olka and Scrapper ...... Darlene Cohn
Caroleen Harring ...... Cara Some
Arthur Lee Nelson ...... Jeene Peem, Monna Tomen, Guy Torga, Beth Dobbish, Krisen Ragnos
Carl Rock/ Rose ...... Ed & Diane Hankenmyer, Karen Baker, Mrs. Elie W.
folda, Bill & Barbara Kuck, Mr. & Mrs. Gregory Walken
Buster ...... William Hanck
Gigi Elske ...... Carl & Betty Nichols
Ray "Lee" Conrad ...... Artis Conrad, Earl & Margaret Conrad, Donna Lashfield & family, Jack Demott, Sally Harasim
Vincent Patterson ...... Floyd & Janet Vandermark
Batiste ...... Derek & Karen Conkl
William Bennett ...... Donna & Tom Mencher, Mrs. Diane Gaffner
Ruth Unster, Barbara Beigan, Judy Hall, Marine Jones, Alice Hoazen, Partners in Prime Quilts
Anna Mae Beecr ...... Michael & Rico Halsbaur
Sally Webb ...... Danielle Webb
Jace Swetnam ...... Trixie Eiken
Dr. William A. Browne ...... Michael & Lisa Browne, Sandra Poe, Michael Knyca, Fredrick & Mary Jane Brown, Susan Freuden, Mr. & Mrs. Alice Schuette, Janet Hicks, Jim & Jan Beddy, Brian & Leslie Black, David & Robert Fleminger, Wanda Geldof, Naomi Horne, Betty Fultz, and Dr. Mr. Richard Manuch, Mr. & Mrs. John F. Marchal, Dr. H. Dale & Onna Spenagle, Doc & Marian Nelson, Winfried Petersen, Holly & Tom Whaing, Irving Materials, Alexander & Shirley; Mike & Debbie Goins, Bob & Gloria Janek, John & Patty Hunsdorfer, Ruth Engel, William PallerRoy & Michael Jones, Judith Blair, Helen Grueff, Charles & Barbara Skiphed, The Louis Knitters, Gail, a wonderful cat ...... Millie Mae Delizer, Richy, a feisty little cat ...... Debra M. Mershan, Minna & Margaret Janicki, Somalora Ldy ...... Alan & Abby McMillan, Rachel Irwin Alby, a golden retriever ...... Terry & George Davis
Molly ...... Michael & Sue Brown
Mikey ...... Michael & Barbara Holbrook
Muhammad ...... a 16 year old horned .......... Joye Roach
Wilhonna Sturmesbarger ...... Diana Bradley
Albers Kollbush ...... Rosanna Kollbush, Gary Gardner, Robert Baruck, Terry & Barbara Vald, Brenda Mendenhall, Nathan Carpenter, Sarah & Mark Merman, Katy Gesly, Julie Meyer, among others, Paul Osborn, Marlin Hickey, Marie Kusdren, Pamela Dewitt, Mr. & Mrs. Gregory Walker
Will Kanner ...... Rhonda Lynn Bohannon
Gerry ...... Kathy Young
Janes Reid ...... Sue & Jean Wilrey
Wallace Shaw ...... Laura Radjega, Crystal Ave 3/8/13 of the fraternal Order of Eagles
R禅 ...... Sue Roye
Judy Wasser ...... Gary & Mary Ellen Geetz
Paul Hauing ...... Frances Laycock
Roy ...... Lee McDaniel
Marla ...... William & Laure Johnston
Mindy ...... Nanci Blanchard
Smokey ...... a happy cat ...... Kirk Bredenkamp
Eddy ...... a beautiful cat ...... Debra Momas
Shelley Hoagman ...... Rosemary Robins, Bob & Carol Weckinger & family, Gail & Sean Fannin, Mike & Debbie Goes
Bruce McDaniel ...... Mrs. Sandra McDaniel
Charles Dearing ...... Sandra Jewel, Ms. Pete Holow, Harold Newman, Sr., Cindy Pendergrass
Beth Yongai & her dog, Daisy ...... Norm Middlbeck
Loretta Heirange ...... Gloria Garshde
Molly ...... Donna Cook
Mary Edaline ...... Sandra Smith, Steven Quayle, Helen Quayle, George Frizz, Joseph Thomas, Sherri & Karen Rawlings, Anonymous
Sofia ...... Eorraine Whipple
Simon who is sureley rescued ...... Bill & Cary Gaff
Arden ...... Jane Sear-Dundas
Dorothy Bramek ...... Charles & Michelle Cattrain
Yonna Dillon & Ronald ...... Mrs. Melisa Sherman
Shelley Hoagman ...... Cheryl & Randy McNeill
Jerry Gladewell ...... Donald Volcanek, Kim & Steven Wysko, M. Abbot, Ruth Jacob, Jack Penderson, Randel Moore,
Jim & Danly Cameron, Glenn Miller, Dan & Margaret Chambers, Joel & Martha Schmier, Catherine McCain, Jackie & Liz Parrell
Bearac (Joy) Phillips ...... Carly Tygler, Lloyd & Vickie Bowling, JTRG
Boots ...... Elizabeth Julian
Tater ...... Glenn & Joyce Mandell
Sydney ...... Paolo Meld
Jasmine ...... Karen Conkl
Pfess Dillon ...... Mary Barbour ...... Lisa Williams, Karen & Kevin Kramer, Jim Namour
Ralph Whine ...... Roslae Davis
Car Taylor ...... Marian Billing
Cynthia Girnole-Martins ...... Sara Laufer
Sunny Merrill ...... Donna Merrill
Mark Cross ...... Mark Cross
Timmy West ...... Lesly
Donald Miller ...... Linda Lepian, Linda McClas
Ruby Hynyn ...... Marla Christoph
Kerena, a tin ...... Donna & Jan Krawton
Kennedy, a beloved bad ...... Donna & Jan Krawton
In Spacial Memory of Chris Pullman ...... for her love of animals

IN HONOR OF

Cassy Joanne Cleaver ...... Paulette McCraddis
Karen Winkley ...... Amongness
Lana Jacobs ...... Amongness
Tami & Tapper ...... Derek & Karen Conkl
Gail Skaal, a friend of animals ...... Janet Brown
Terry Lehman ...... Campbell County Public Library District
Bill & Diane Robinson ...... Randy & Cheryl McNeill
Dr. Stephanie Becker at Western Hills Vet Clinic ...... for 25 ears of care ...... Doreen Longmore

Leave a Living Legacy

HOW TO LEAVE A LIVING LEGACY: You can name Animal Friends Humane Society as a beneficiary in your will, IRA, life insurance policy, or retirement plan. You can create a Charitable Lead Trust or Charitable Remainder Trust. Include AFHS in your estate planning or donate a percentage of your assets. Encourage pet-loving family members and friends to consider these gift-giving options. AFHS is a 501(c)(3) donation dependent organization.

ADOPT VOLUNTEER DONATE

Check Important Updates, Volunteer Orientations & Events...

Upcoming Events!

9/29/13 Sunday Buddy’s Fall Bash Marriott Northwest
10/12/13 Saturday Berns Garden Center Fall Festival Middletown
10/12/13 Saturday Liberty Veterinary Hospital Yankee Rd. Adoption Event
10/19/13 Saturday Purina Virtual Adoption Event - location TBD
11/13/13 Sunday Pumpkins! Walk Whitewater Forest Harrison
11/16/13 Saturday PetSmart Bridgewater Falls National Adoption Weekend

We Recycle for $$$$ for the shelter! Please bring your newspapers and aluminum cans (no glass, etc.) to the collection receptacles located at the far end of the parking lot. Bring your old cell phones and inkjet cartridges to the shelter for recycling and fundraising. Drop off at front desk.

- Notice -

Beginning with this edition Animal Tales will be a bi-annual publication. It will be released in the spring and fall. The shelter newsletters are online and free. Visit our new website by going to animalfriendshs.org and click on news. Don’t forget to check around for a friend!

1) Powder & Liquid Laundry Soap
2) 33 & 50+ Gallon Sized Garbage Bags
3) Clorox Bleach
4) URGENT: Postage Stamps
5) AAA Duracell or Energizer batteries
6) Looped Mop Heads
7) Cat and Dog Treats
8) URGENT: Canned Dog & Cat Food
9) Copy Paper...

...and goodies for our staff!

For the most current info, please go to OUR WEBSITE: www.animalfriendshs.org to find events, micro-chipping, Pet-Mobility adoption schedule

Sign Up for our “E-Newsletter” at ANIMALFRIENDS@BUTLEROHIO.ORG

How To Leave A Living Legacy: You can name Animal Friends Humane Society as a beneficiary in your will, IRA, life insurance policy, or retirement plan. You can create a Charitable Lead Trust or Charitable Remainder Trust. Include AFHS in your estate planning or donate a percentage of your assets. Encourage pet-loving family members and friends to consider these gift-giving options. AFHS is a 501(c)(3) donation dependent organization.
Reserve Your Space!

At AFHS, we are grateful for Jim and all of our volunteers...

Dear Animal Friends,

Enclosed is a donation in appreciation for all the enthusiastic help given to us by Jim Wolfe. He went, in our opinion, far beyond that which was expected to help us find and settle in with our new “six” dog Ta-Lu-Ga.

Also we appreciate all your group does to find “forever homes” for as many unwanted dogs and cats at possible. God bless all of you.

We are so thankful,

Sandy & Tony

2014 Butler County Dog License Available at the shelter
- a portion of sale benefits AFHS -

ALL DOGS indoor & outdoor 3 months & older MUST be licensed between December 1, 2013 & January 31, 2014

Need gift ideas for the Holidays?
A Personalized Donation to our Shelter!
Don’t forget the shelter carries T-shirts, sweatshirts & car magnets for your pet loving friends and relatives!

Winter is coming...
Remember...
Too Cold For You?
Too Cold for THEM!